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Background

Different dimensions of the 

decentralisation process:

1. Administrative

decentralisation –

redistributing authority and 

responsibility 

2. Fiscal decentralisation –

revenue raising potential 

3. Political decentralisation   –

integration of the voice of 

citizens

 Decentralization can lead to a 

more efficient allocation and use 

of resources

 Lowest level of government can 

perform functions effectively 

 Integrates local people in the 

decision making process and 

creates a higher degree of 

transparency and ownership

But …. decentralisation process is regularly associated with the 

formation of a fragmented structure of the water service 

industry.
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Challenges Created by Decentralization

 Over-fragmentation of responsibility for water 

infrastructure, i.e. gaps and overlaps

 Low attractiveness for investment; lack of critical size 

to access public and private finance

 Lack of capacity to operate and maintain the 

infrastructure, to prepare bankable projects and 

implement them

 Water quality varies significantly, there are areas 

where water quality raises safety concerns

 Inefficient use of energy and other materials (might 

be the result of lack of economies of scale)   
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A possible solution: Aggregation

Aggregation is usually considered when there are 

perceived inefficiencies in the management of water 

supply and sanitation (WSS) services 

 service providers are too small to provide an 

efficient service and 

 decentralizing to the lowest level of government is 

not appropriate or not deemed efficient 
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 Facilitates access to water resources in water scarce areas

 Allows economies of scale in designing works for neighboring 

towns, in procurement and in sharing overhead costs

 Facilitates access to private finance and international donors

 In the event of private sector participation, makes transaction 

more attractive for international operators

 Allows cost sharing between high- and low cost service areas and 

potential easing of affordability issue

 Because of increased cooperation between municipalities, can 

lead to cooperation for other public services

 Fosters a more integrated approach to water resources 

management

Potential Drivers and Associated Benefits 

of Aggregation
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Potential Constraints and Disadvantages 

of Aggregation

 Political will required at all levels (central, regional and local)

 Higher risk for municipalities due to joint liabilities for the loans

 Resistance of communities with lower costs to subsidising those 

with higher costs

 Lack of incentive to share water; sharing of water access would 

lead to tariff increase for water-rich municipalities; 

 Administrative boundaries are often not aligned with river basin 

boundaries; 

 May result in a loss of democratic accountability

 May limit the potential for direct or comparative competition 

between service providers
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There are different models of aggregation

There are several options to overcome the water sector 

fragmentation. One of them is inter-municipal cooperation and 

regionalisation as one of its forms

We can consider the three dimensions of aggregation :

 Scale: Aggregated structures can group two neighbouring municipalities, or

several municipalities in a single region or across a broader territory

 Scope: Aggregated structures can provide a single service (e.g. bulk water

supply) or all services, from raw water abstraction to sewerage treatment

 Process: Municipalities may form aggregated structures voluntarily based

on mutual interests. The aggregation may be temporary (for a short-term

specific purpose) or permanent
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What can be the scale of the integrated structure?
• A few neighboring towns

• Several towns, neighboring or at a distance

• All towns in a given region or river basin

• Most towns in the country (“national utility”)

What services can be aggregated?
• Water production (bulk water sales)

• Whole water supply service

• Water supply and sanitation

• and others (solid waste, street lighting, heat…)

What operating functions can be integrated?
• Operations

• Management

• Procurement

• Investment

• All functions, with merging of assets and staff

Range of options for IMC (with increasing integration)
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Alternative country models of cooperation

 Countries covered by the analysis (France, Austria, Poland and 

Romania) are in different stages of the decentralisation process 

 Political and historical context – decentralisation part of the 

institutional, legal and administrative framework in Western 

Europe for centuries as compared to the situation in Eastern 

Europe 

 Austria: geographic and hydrological conditions is an important 

driver (e.g. construction of a  sewer network along a valley floor 

for a number of small communities); national funding scheme

 Romania: access to EU funds (to be eligible for financial support 

from EU funds the investments must exceed a specific threshold 

value) 
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Degree of cooperation / 

transfer of responsibilities

IMC at national level 

(water association –

voluntary part.)

IMC of individual 

communities 

(voluntary part.)

Regionalisation of 

the water sector 

(IMC at the regional 

level)

Drivers in the area:

Policy

(decision to achieve pre-

defined objectives)

Austria – national water 

association (lobby, PR, 

training

Romania –
Regionalisation of the water 

sector

Geography/Environment

(access to water in water 

scarce areas)

Austria – water dry 

areas in the South-East

Capacity 

(professional staff)

Finance

(access to capital market, 

private operators, etc)

Romania –
Regionalisation of the water 

sector

Economics

(efficiency/economies of scale 

– cost reduction) France –

Communauté

d’agglomeration

Romania –
Regionalisation of the water 

sector

France – Communauté

Urbaine not at the regional 

level  but compulsory for 

some of the larger French 

cities)
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Implementation challenge

 Asset ownership integration of investment functions would 

generally require asset transfer, at least for new assets and potentially 

for existing assets

 Entry and exit conditions desire by municipalities to join an 

existing aggregated entity is a sign of the success of the new entity, but  

in case of merged infrastructure it makes difficult or costly for an 

existing member to leave

 Tariff harmonization  cross-subsidization can generate strong 

resistance among municipalities that are losing out and can ruin the 

whole process

 Institutional form and distribution of responsibilities 
leadership, permanent own staff etc
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Conclusions and Policy Implications

 Central governments can provide incentives for the inter-

municipal cooperation (entry/exit rules, access to funding)

 IMC can reduce politically motivated decisions that are against 

the long-term interests of consumers

 IMC can fail if benefits are not clearly understood and there is no 

adequate process in place to implement it; adequate process and 

political will are key to the success of the aggregation initiative

 Aggregation of service provision often creates the requirement to 

reform mechanisms for oversight of the service provider 

 When linking IMC and private sector participation, be careful not 

to overemphasize the need for a larger revenue base to attract 

operators. Maximizing the efficiency of service provision should 

be the primary focus


